SIMPLIFIED PURCHASING AND PROCUREMENT
using the FIS/edc Order Response Monitor
Automated update of order responses in SAP
FIS/edc is an SAP document management optimization for finances and accounting, purchasing and procurement as well
as for sales and distribution. It stands for the holistic connection and integration of customers and vendors into the
existing SAP system - irrespective of the existing architecture
the document management optimization is adapted to. One
part of the optimization is the order response monitor for
the automatic processing of order responses.

YOUR BENEFITS
 Relief in the operational day-to-day business
Time saving due to automated document
processing
 Higher quality in work due to tolerance
checks and matching processes

It is seamlessly integrated into the ERP solution and ensures
fast and efficient business processes. If your vendors send
the order responses in paper form or as a PDF file, the documents will be read via an OCR document recognition with
excellent recognition rates. Furthermore, the order response
monitor supports the processing of electronic documents
such as the EDI format.

 Uniform process due to central receipt for
electronic documents scanned with OCR

The documents received are displayed in the order response
monitor from where they are imported directly into the SAP
system via the SAP standard IDoc interface. Comprehensive
check and matching routines during IDoc import enable an
automated processing of inbound order responses. The order
responses will be updated in the order response tab index of
the purchase order.

 Helps your company with digital
transformation

 Complete documentation
 Direct communication with vendors through
integrated mail system

Fig. 1: FIS/edc Order Response Monitor detail screen
Convenient postprocessing is possible at any time
In Customizing, you can define rules concerning the management of discrepancies between purchase order and order response. Consequently, differences are identified quickly and
easily. The detail screen of the monitor provides all information required for the check at a glance (fig. 1). The order responses sent by the vendor will be displayed for a better understanding.
By assigning the order response to the purchase order, tolerance exceedances or discrepancies between purchase order
and order response are displayed in color to the inspector.

This enables an efficient postprocessing in the ordering process directly from the SAP system. Consequently, it is possible
to contact the vendor or colleagues (in-house) from the monitor via e-mail (fig. 2).
Once the e-mail has been sent successfully, a PDF document
is generated in the background where text, sender, send time
as well as attachments can be viewed. The PDF will be archived and can be displayed via the message log or the generic
objects relative to the purchase order document.
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Fig. 2: Mailservice FIS/edc Order Response Monitor mail service

